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 summary

eyes that lies

On the way 

secrect of innocence

cry of a heart
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 eyes that lies

you put me through the mangle, 
interrogated my mind with quizful smiles 
and when you walked away my heart wore a green willow, 
i covered my head sadly with a pillow...and cried! 
you left me in this vale of tears! 
you left me to swim against the tide of my own thoughts 
but why did you come in the first place? 
i tried to pull you at full tilt 
eyes lied... 
because you don't really exist! 
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 On the way 

We heard cracking feeble voices in the silent distance! 
a terrible fright had us in it's grasp, 
feeling of a call of an undetermined destiny imperceptible by the ear 
and her nose bleeding told much! 
 i clasped a wad of cloth to the bleeding nose. 
  
 i had my head dead set against waving farewell 
to the coins she threw off her hands 
"a heavy purse makes a light heart"she said 
 stung within i couldn't stop gazing secretly at her, 
 had a quite bit to say...but i couldn't 
  
when the sun submerged into the pregnant clouds, 
darkness covered our quaking hearts 
we began to race against time 
dust wrapped our bodies like a clothes 
  
she wore an insistent look upon her face, 
 a look of being embattled with sad states of affairs! 
 she was quite for a while re-thinking dead days 
 to drown her sorrows 
  
she had a gold ring on her right 
 she wisphered in tounges words i couldn't understand! 
she was married! 
she wore a cross  ,this cross is someone she did not know neither have they met 
in fear and trembling i took shot steps backwards 
 i fell from bed..... 
it was a dream! 
it was a dream!
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 secrect of innocence

Reed before the wind lives on, 
while mighty oaks do fall 
Life's crisis beat you hollow! 
you came back wading through the dead night, 
but never...never the same! 
bathed in a compound of blood and sweat 
panta torn and your crass boots were wet, 
you've been fighting hard to unfold sealed reality 
you've been fighting to reveal old truth layers 
you were a good warrior and got knocked down 
you rose after we squashed peices of ice in your chest 
sadly you rose to watch the battle end... 
but if the love we have for one another was at all true love 
the world could have been at peace 
maybe you could have never gone to battle.
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 cry of a heart

fragments of my heart falling apart at the seams; 
i crawl towards the fading light, 
in my mind logically interweaved thoughts of my parents lost identity 
a false believe they held from the craddle to the grave 
i uncover stories they never heard 
for fortune favors only the brave 
  
i've seen better heads on nickel beers! 
she told me what i do is a leap in the dark, 
i can't rear a false identity 
within my heart resides pain big around as a molasses barrel 
in my mind thoughts and ideas quarell 
but accepting that this is who am i will only be a theory for the lost
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